WOIS VIRTUAL CAMPOREE INSTRUCTION 1
Activity: 1st VIRTUAL CAMPOREE OF WOIS
Date: September 18 - 20, 2020
Participants: Cubs, Scouts, Pioneers, Rovers and Scouters from ALL WOIS member
Organizations
Start: Friday September 18, 2020
Culmination: With the Virtual Campfire on September 20, 2020

Objetives:
1.-Create a dynamic and harmonious environment, through the development of
various activities to be carried out virtually.
2.-Encourage the mass participation of young people and their interaction, promoting
a sense of belonging to Scouting in general and WOIS in particular.
3.-To be inspirers of permanent forms of adaptation of communication channels, in
favor of the development of Scouting, using the new information technologies that we
have at the moment.
Goals:
1.-Achieve the participation of at least 75% of our WOIS member organizations
regardless of the quality of membership.

Start:
The event will start on Friday 18/09 already in the virtual rooms arranged for each
Branch, with the itinerant presence of the WOIS World Council, which will tour the

Virtual Rooms to deliver welcoming words; the schedules will be explained later in the
present document.
Develping:
1.-On Friday September 18, the event will start early in the morning, to ensure that all
WOIS organizations can connect to the President's words with simultaneous
translation into English.
2.-During Friday, September 18, 7 Chat Rooms will be opened, which will last 40
minutes, and up to 100 people will be able to enter via Chat. They will be divided as
follows, morning, afternoon and night.
3.- During Saturday, September 19, 11 Chat Rooms will be opened, which will have an
extension of 40 minutes, and up to 100 people will be able to enter by Chat. They will
be divided as follows, morning, afternoon and night.
4.- During Sunday, September 20, 7 Chat Rooms will be opened, which will have an
extension of 40 minutes, and up to 100 people can enter by Chat. They will be divided
as follows, morning, afternoon and night. That day there will be one (1) intervention
mid-morning and additionally the closing intervention, with the virtual farewell to the
event.
5.-Due to time zones, the interventions will be at times appropriate to the regions.
Therefore, we are attentive to the information that will be published on our website.
www.woisscouts.net

End of Activity:
The event will end on Sunday 20/09, with a Stove in a single Virtual Room, bringing
together participants from all branches and from all parts of the world, the program
will be completely bilingual in this central activity.

Program Team:
To carry out this activity, the suitable branch teams will be chosen and will have as
their main objective the planning, execution and evaluation of the various activities,
these teams will be appointed by the CAMPOREE VIRTUAL technical committee.
Namely:
- Pack Team
- Troop Team
- Pioneer Team
- Rovers team
- Scouters team
- Responsible for the Activity of Collectors
- Training Team
- WOIS World Jamboree Team
We will have two (2) work teams, one for America and one for Africa, Asia and Europe,
these work teams will carry out the activities for boys and for adults respectively. The
Event program for each region is defined and placed on the institutional website.

WOIS 1st Virtual Camporee Security Policy:
For security reasons, one day before each session, people who register in the rooms
will receive a message to their email with the invitation and the access code of the
room, so that in time they can enter it, for reasons of time. and from the Zoom
platform, the rooms will only have 40 minutes, to achieve this end this event suggests
to all Presidents, Chief Scouts or heads of institutions to read the postulates of articles
77, 78.79.80 of our World POR. This in order to guarantee the physical and emotional
security of the young people who attend the call to the event.

Event Languages:
As our regulations say the official languages of our organization are English and
Spanish, for this reason the event will have a team of translators, who will facilitate the
understanding of the topics and activities for each room or chat.

Event Registration:
The Zoom platform accepts in each chat a total of 100 participants for 40 minutes, for
this reason we must bear in mind:
1.-The start of registrations will be from August 15 and end on September 10.
2.-The Sessions for Program Beneficiaries are: Pack, Troop, Pioneers and Clan of
Rovers, in these rooms open adult scouts arranged by the organization to carry
out the activities of the Camporee.
3.-Adults will have their own Rooms to share and debate the topics and points
to be developed by those in charge.
4.-Depending on the number of Youth that register, per unit will be the number
of rooms that will be opened, if for example for the first room of the Pack two
hundred (200) cubs scouts are registered, the organization of the event will
open new rooms to house to all young people.
5.-Two days before the event you will receive an email with the assigned room
depending on your choice.
6.-The Law and the Promise are part of our life and should be our best letter of
introduction.
Although the registration form is already on the website of the institution, it was not
enabled, until August 15, to start the registration process, please take into account.

Event Badge:
The Event badge will be the responsibility of each Scout organization that requires it,
for this reason all information is available on the website to be able to make said
badge, which must be worn and carried by all those who attend the event call.

Time Zones:
To broaden the scope of the event, we will work with two time zones, for America the
time of the event will be taken to be that of the City of Caracas, (GMT-4) and for Africa,
Asia and Europe, we will have the City of London (GMT +1) as a time zone to follow,
the website shows the times for each continent to participate.

Event schedule:
The program of the event will depend on the time zone use established by the
organization, it is important to note that the program will be staggered, this in order to
give the most participation to our young people, if in a home there is only one
computer and 3 program beneficiaries , for this reason on our website.
www.woisscouts.net will have all the information on schedules and activities.

To consider:
1.-The event will have three central activities that are for all of which are:
a.-The Opening Ceremony of the Event.
b.-The Closing Ceremony of the Event
c.-The Bonfire or the virtual Burner of the event.
2.-Check the schedule of the rooms and their respective hours to register the number
of rooms where you want to participate.
3.-After doing what point two says and having clear the hours of your participation,
proceed after August 15 to make your registration taking into account that you must
inform the DAY, TIME, ROOM TO PARTICIPATE, be clear that it is a single sending
information with all this information, if you participated in three (3) Talks you must
inform it in your registration.
4.-Arrive at the Hall 5 minutes before the start, this will help the moderator to quickly
start the activity, remember that we only have forty (40) minutes per chat of the
event.

Important:
Our first World Virtual Camporee is an opportunity to meet, get to know each other
and exchange opinions and experiences by and for our young people, that is why each
of us adults must take care of the experience that they acquire this weekend, The law
and the promise are the basis of our coexistence in this first WOIS event.

